
A gay Rubicon 

 

A crafty compromise over gay clergy 

 

AMONG Christian denominations, the Presbyterians stand out for being democratic, 

decentralised, and hence prone to splits on points of principle. That applies both to America 

(where a liberal Presbyterian church barely speaks to a conservative one) and to the 

Scottish heartland. 

 

The latest argument among Scots Presbyterians is over gay clergy. In 2009 a church in 

Aberdeen appointed a minister, Scott Rennie, who was in a gay relationship. His job was 

confirmed by the city’s presbytery, a convocation of local ministers and elders. But a 

minority objected and took the issue to that year’s General Assembly. The body, which is 

the highest authority of the “Kirk”, the Church of Scotland, approved the appointment. It 

added that existing gay ministers could remain. But it banned further gay recruits until it 

had mulled matters; this culminated in a 94-page report considered this week. 

 

The Church of Scotland is tackling the issue more slowly than the Church of England, which 

decided in 2005 that being in a gay civil partnership was “not incompatible” with being a 

priest. Gay men in celibate relationships may also become bishops, it has since decreed. 

The issue has shaken the 80m-strong Anglican Communion, whose leaders have fought a 

rearguard action to dissuade African conservatives from breaking away. 

 

Global Presbyterianism is already so divided that it has less to lose. Still, the Kirk wants to 

avoid a schism. Attendance is already falling; two traditionalist congregations left last year. 

Amid fears that a clear victory for liberals or conservatives would drive many away, 

assembly members devised a last-minute ruse. A successful amendment means 

traditionalist teaching on sexuality will be upheld, but allows congregations to pick or refuse 

gay ministers as they please. Places with a conservative ethos will be able to preserve it. 

 

It is still possible that the Kirk will divide formally into traditionalist and reformist synods. 

But its leaders suspect that tempers will cool as the slow process of changing church law 

grinds on, and that most will stay put. As David Fergusson, a divinity professor at Edinburgh 

University, notes, the vote means enough traditionalists have “crossed the Rubicon” to 

some acceptance of gay clergy. Those who remain are a minority. 

 

Fonte: The Economist, London, v. 407, n. 8837, p. 58, May 25th – 31th 2013. 
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